
12 Plantation Crack Area. 
 
There has always been some good, though limited, bouldering at Plantation Crack.  Over the years 
this has been developed and now adds up to a substantial area spread along the edge.  The rock, 
despite looking a bit green in places due to the woodland location, is of very high quality and is 
unusual, being arranged in two tiers with the bouldering sometimes on the lower level and 
sometimes above. 
 
The rocks are on private land and the 
area beneath the crag has been 
replanted following felling a few years 
ago. The newly forming wood is used 
for shooting and other sporting 
activities and permission to climb 
should be sought from Mr Stuart 
Barrett of Braisty Wood Farm. 
The arrangements have changed since 
the publication of the YG Guide. 
Shooting normally takes place on 
FRIDAY and SATURDAY so avoid those 
days 
Please: 
1 – Ring on 07837863653 and ask for 
permission – Mr Barrett is very happy 
for people to climb but there will be 
times when commercial activities will 
mean it is best not to. 
2 – If there is no answer (unlikely) 
leave a mobile phone number. 
3 – It would help for you to leave a note with a mobile number in the car window in case people 
turn up to use the land after you have started climbing. 
 
The usual courtesies apply – please keep noise down, no large 
groups and no dogs unless on a lead and with permission. 
 
Approach 
Parking is in a lay-by just west and down the hill from the 
crossroads south of Brimham Rocks  
A short distance further on a gateway gains a track leading into 
the wood and a bifurcation by a big metal box.  The left branch 
leads to the Left Area.  The right branch goes to the main 
Plantation Crack Walls and eventually the Big Fish Area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dave Turnbull on Lexi Belle Arete.  



 
Left Area 
Follow the left- hand track for a short way to where it is easy to go diagonally up to the blocks.  
Follow beneath these until, at the left end, at a level just below the top, an, obvious slab is found 
and 20m to the left of this is a short arête. 
 
 
Swing Arête 
1/ Swing 5+ 
SDS on the left side. 
 
2/ Trap 4+ 
SDS on the right side. 
 
There are other potential problems in this area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moving back across to the slab: 
 
In Sight Block 

 
0/ Project.  
SDS to left arête 
 
1/ In Sight  6c * Rock-on 
and move up to a difficult 
match on a sloper before 
a reach or hop gains the 
top.. 
 
1a/ In Sight (SDS) 7A+/B 
SDS direct from small 
holds in the centre or 
moving left from the 
good hold at the bottom 

of problem #2 
 
2/ Shot from Both Sides 6c  
Stepping off the block, gain a foothold on the rib and hence the top and great finishing holds. Needs 
a sit start off the good hold. 
 
 
  



Easy Block 
Across to the right is a block with three problems Font 2 to Font3+. 

 

 
1/ Left Barrel 2 From the flake go up. 2/ Right Barrel 2 Right-hand 
side of flake and up. 3/ The Butt of the Joke 3+ SDS. Climb the 
nose. 
 
To the right again is a block with a large oak tree growing against it and a fine arête on its right. 
 
Oak Block 

 
1/ Cartridge 2+ 
From the left side of the break reach left to the flake. 
 
2/ Spread 3 * 
From the break gain the curving flake. 
 
 
3/ Lexi Belle Arête 6b+/c **  
Climb the great arête from standing. A SDS goes from low 
crimps and is around 6c+. 
 
  



Steve’s Arête 
The block to the right with an underlying flake of rock. 
 

1/ Steve’s Arête 7b *  
From underlying block reach out and climb the left side of the 
arête. Could be harder? A very long reach variation misses out the 
arête at 7a/+ (morpho). 

 
2/ Perenquén 7C+ *** 
Start on the underlying block and 
use undercuts, pockets, slopers and 
a lot of right heel to finish up the 
hanging left arête. 
Supersedes Mike's Arête. The arête 
itself is around7A+ from standing. 
 
3/ Project  - From the pocket in the face. A difficult direct exit remains. 

 
At a slightly higher level and hidden behind another block is 
Revolver. 
 
1/ Revolver 6b * 
Rock on to gain the crack and 
then the ledge. 
 
1a/ Revolver Sit 6c+ * 
 
Over to the right is Gun 
Runner 
1/ Gun Runner 6a** 
Rock on then move up and left 
to the glacis. Step back right to 
finish. High.  A SDS is quite a 
bit harder 6cish. 
 
Contraband 7B * 
Red Line - SDS with hands in 

the break/lip. Use the short, shallow vertical crack to bear left 
and up the slab, without recourse to the right arête (of Gun 
Runner)  



Across to the right: 
 
Wad Block 

1/ Wad 6a * 
SDS off the flake. Gain the break, move left and take the breaks to an 
interesting finish. 
 
 
Below here and at a lower level are a series of jutting prows, the 
leftmost of which is high and hosts a couple of good problems: 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

James Turnbull on Straight 25 
The Prow 

Neither problem uses 
the plinth. Both are fairly 
high and are very good 
problems 
 
1/ Straight 25 7a ** 
Take the rail on the left 
side of the prow then up 
to a good hold. The arête 
leads to the top. 
 
2/ Straight 50 7a ** 
The rail to breaks and 
then the arête. 
 
  



Little Prow 
 
Isolated block on the hillside to the right of The Prow. 
 
Little Prow 7A * 
SDS under the roof (hands either side of the prow, feet off the plinth). Clamp and heel hook to 
finish up the arête. More climbing than its size suggests! 

 
 
 
 
 
  



 
The Terrace 
The next set of problems are at the higher level, reached by scrambling up to the right. The first 
block is a Jutting Roof set slightly back from a level area. 
 

 
 
1/ Long Shot 6b+/c ** 
SDS. Traverse the break finishing up the arête at the crack. 
 
2/ Salvator Mundi 6b/+**  
SDS at left side of the roof, either climb along the crack, or a more direct using LH on the rail and RH 
on a flake, pull up gain holds on the arête. Rock or hook up to the arête and a round finish. 
 
3/ Smith and Western 6a+ * 
Rock into the scoop from standing. 
 
4/ Trigger Finger 6c ** 
SDS to Smith and Western starting on good crimps on the lip. 
 
4a/ Trigger Finger Sit 7b ** 
 Full SDS - Start from the far back using undercuts – a left finish would be good too. 
 
Going right to the crack is: 
 
5/ Trigger Finger Variation 6b+ * 
Finish as for Long Shot. 
 
The wide crack has been climbed as Giggles Font ?? – you choose! 
 
6/ Hidden Gun 6b+ 
SDS. The easier looking but tricky rib. 
  



The next blocks (Pull Blocks) form a discontinuous edge and are around to the right. 
 

1/ Single 4 * 
 Low sit start, then good moves up the 
left edge of the buttress on side-holds. 
 
2/ Double 6a 
Start on the large block and make a 
difficult layaway move off the flake to 
reach good holds. 
 
 
 
 

3/ Pull 6a+ **  
Sit start at the right arête of the buttress RH on arête, LH low.. Make a difficult reach to the good rail 

on the lip and follow it left to the front of the buttress before a 
hard move up to good holds, (6a from stand). 
 
4/ Clay 5 ** 
Start with hands on the rail. Move up and right to good 
pockets on the right sidewall. Can be started as for Pull (6a). 
 
Across the crack is: 
 
5/ Side by Side 4+ * 
Low sit start with hands on a dubious block. From the ledge 
climb the slabby left rib. 
 
 
 

6/ Over and Under 5 * 
Low sit start. From the ledge, rock-up to reach good pockets to finish. 

 
 
7/ Butt 3+ 
Low start just around the arête. Pull on 
then step up left to finish. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bob Conley on Pull 
  



Easter Egg Area 
Below The Terrace are a set of ribs with routes and 30m right another set, also with routes including 
Left Hand Rib (the left-most of these) and Easter Egg Ridge (the 
one just right). 
 
Seek and Destroy 6c+   
The sharp arête in front of Left Hand Arête. Climbed on its left 
hand side via a massive reach or some foot trickery. Probably 
done before. 
 
Seek and Destroy (SDS) 7A+ 
Red - The SDS adds some good and quite tricky moves. 
 
U-Boat 7A+ * 
Blue - SDS at a large, flat undercut under the roof. The roof crack 
and right wall are out. 

 
Muffled Barker 
Muffled Barker 6b  
The scoop and blunt rib round to the left of Easter Egg Ridge to 
the ledge. Traverse or jump off. Probably done before 
 
 
 
Room With a View 
Tilted, undercut boulder above and between Easter Egg Area and 
Plantation Crack 
 
Room with a View 6C * 
SDS Direct up the 
wall using small 
holds on the wall 
and the groove on 
the right.  

Bellhopp 6C+ * 
SDS Follow the overhanging arête to the juggy lip and 
finish leftwards. 
 
Project 
SDS direct through the roof to the right. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Huggy Bear 
The lefthand side of the appealing 
(unclimbed) rippled wall, just before the 
Plantation Crack area, provides a 
worthwhile problem: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Huggy Bear 6C+ * 
SDS Cool moves using holds on both sides of the prow. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Plantation Crack Buttress 
Keep going right and you will reach a magnificent wall. The crack splitting it is Plantation Crack. 
 

1/ Burrow 4+ * 
The short but good left arête to the ledge. 
 
2/ Warren 4 
The wall to the right and left of the cracks. 
 
The cracks are the start of Greenfingers (VS 4c) – 
climbed to the ledge they are 3+. 

 
3/ Birthday/Plantation Wall 7a **  
Left of Plantation Crack with a crimp on the left 
and passing an undercut feature to gain the first 
break. 
Starting just right and not sing the crimp is 7a+ 
 
 

James Turnbull on Plantation Wall. 
  



Pocket Block 
Below and slightly to the right of Plantation Crack. 
 

 
 
1/ Backhand 6c * 
SDS Using either the arête and crimp to its right or crimp and pocket. Pull up and across to good 
small edges and reach right to improving holds/break. A big reach gains the ledge 
 
2/ Pocket Problem 6c+ * 
SDS. Good little roof with a sharp pocket that is used to gain the lip at which point the same big 
move remains. 
 
3/ Sharpshooter 3 * 
Up to the shallow corner crack and go left 
 
4/ Shoot in Vain 4+ * 
Start up the wall then move left to good holds and rock onto the good foothold. 
 
5/Shoot the Craic 4 * 
Jam to good finishing holds. 
 
6/ Gun Law 4 
The narrow wall – a bit forced. 
 
7/ Guns of Never Home 2+ ** 
A grand easy line on good rock. 
 
 
  



Big Fish Area 
Keep going right along the base of the crag until a step up over the remains of a ruined wall leads up 
to the collection of block sitting atop the crag. The Big Fish block is obvious.  On the left wall (facing 
out) is: 

 
1/ I’m Chief Kamanawanalaya 7b+ *** SDS below the 
break. Move rightwards along the seam to reach the 
vertical crack and a sloping finish. A Direct Sit is 7b. 
 
2/ Kamanawanalaya Dyno 7c+? *  
SDS. From the middle seam dyno to the big upper 
break and maybe a sloping finish. 
 
To the right is a proud nose. 
 
3/ Big Fish 7b ***SDS on crimps. Up to more crimps 
and a big hole. The Stand is 6c and also worthwhile. 
 
4/ Stickleback 7b ** 
SDS on low break. Rock up to flake, reach left for a 
sloping crimp and hook back right to the cleaned top. 
 
5/ Minnow 6c+ ? * 
SDS. Up to the right-hand flake and a big reach/jump 
gains the top. Add a grade for every inch you are 
under 6’ ??? 

 
6/ Voyeur Direct 7a  
SDS. From matching on 
a low crimp make a big 
move to gain the break 
of the next problem. 
The finish is surprisingly 
tricky. 
 
7/ The Tented 
Voyeur/Jaws 7b+ * 
Traverse R-L on the thin 
break under the 
overlap/roof to an 
obvious finish. So long 
it has two names. 
  



Over to the right is a block with a square arête. 
 
Pyramid Ridge 
There is an obvious arête to the right. 

 
1/ Pyramid Ridge Left  5+ *  
Left side of the arête. 
 
2/ Pyramid Ridge Right 5+  
Right side of the arête. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
On the next block is: 
 
Ridgeback 6b+ SDS. The right-hand arête from the left. 
A bit scrittly. 
 
 
 


